100% REAL FEED BACK FROM CUSTOMERS OF GRAN DESIGNS.
------ Forwarded message ---------From: Aslesha Madappa <amadappa@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Mar 17, 2013 at 9:59 AM
Subject: The story of Madappas' 2nd modular kitchen project by Gran Kitchens
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN
Mohan had improvised on our old kitchen at our residence at Benson Town, some years ago. We
planned and fitted in a modular kitchen without disturbing the existing structure, without causing
too much nuisance to neighbors in our building! This kitchen came out v well, and even after so
many years, we did not have to call Mohan once, to repair any hinges, laminate or woodwork.
Therefore, when we decided to re-model our 2nd flat's kitchen in Fraser Town, we did not bother
to search elsewhere, simply called Gran Kitchens!
The kitchen was spoilt terribly by the tenants and looked v depressing. We wanted a larger,
brighter, more cheerful space, well-ventilated, colours that have clean and smart atmosphere.
This time, we broke down some structures and re-did the plumbing, to get a nice long rectangular
space.
• Instead of the black kitchen counter which was there, we chose a Burgundy red granite
counter (photo no.182). The wall tiles were a cute Red-Chilies-& Cherry Tomatoes
print and ivory plain tiles (photo no 184). For the shelves, we chose a lovely Burgundy
red and white.The floor was to be a brown design, that looked like parquet, but were
ceramic tiles( photo no188).So we had this Red/Maroon, White and Brown theme,
which augured well with the cheerfulness we tried to achieve.
Mohan proceeded and designed the kitchen and layout and with our approval, implemented it.
What emerged was a truly dream kitchen, anyone, would love to spend time cooking or
eating there!!
• The ceiling had this beam across, near the chimney, which was concealed by
Mohan using a laminate and 2 small concealed lights fixed (photo no190). This gave
the area a v intimate look, and a couple may like to sit and enjoy a meal together, right
under that, in the kitchen itself, with an open window allowing breeze to flow in.
• The space for the Microwave oven is elevated, so that the Mixie-Grinder, Toaster, Baking
oven, etc... can be placed near the switches on the kitchen counter, in a corner (photo
185).
• The washbasin has a drain board above and a dustbin rack below (photo 187).
• The respective drawers and racks below the kitchen counter, provided for crockery,
cutlery, jars, bottles, cooking utensils, linen, etc....( photo 188)
• The final view in Photo no 189, gives an overall pic, but does not capture the depth and
true colours due to lack of professional photography!!
The bottom-line is that the 2nd project by Gran Kitchens for us turned out brilliant and we are
extremely happy with it. Mohan's work is good, his schedule is maintained, his charges are
affordable, and what's more, he works alongside with the client, to suit our taste and
requirements (does not force his design on us).
We have booked our 3rd apartment which is very high end and in Karle Town Centre, Nagwara,
next to the lake and Manyata. We have booked Gran Kitchens to design and implement our
kitchen there.
NOW THAT WILL MAKE A HAT-TRICK OF MODULAR KITCHENS CREATED FOR US BY
GRAN AND MOHAN!!
We take this opportunity to wish Mohan and Gran Kitchens the very best in their work always,
Mrs Aslesha Madappa
Benson Town
Bangalore

VERY FIRST APPRECIATION MAIL TO GRAN DESIGNS
fwd : Photographs and appreciation from madappa family
-- On Wed, 4/16/08, Mrs.Aslesha Madappa <amadappa@gmail.com> wrote:
> From: Mrs.Aslesha Madappa <amadappa@gmail.com>
> Subject: Photographs and appreciation
> To: tvmohan2000@yahoo.com, grandesign@gmail.com
> Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2008, 10:15 AM
Dear Mr Mohan,
Here are some photos of our kitchen which we re-modeled recently through you and
your team of carpenters. Mr Madappa & I wish to place on record our deep satisfaction
and appreciation regarding the work done.
Since the Apartment is old & we did not want to inconvenience our neighbors with noise,
we had requested you to design the carpentry in such a way that we do not break any
existing structures like the granite platform, the wash basin, concrete shelves,
chimney,etc...We are happy with the outcome of your efforts of working round
these challenges. The accessories we chose seem to fit in perfectly and the overall
storage space now available makes the project worth it.
We like the corner shelves & the little niche near the switches. The plates rack with a drip
tray is very useful as is the board with hangers for our ladles. All of these were possible
because of the following:
a.. Your customer-friendly approach which enabled us to choose from the suggestions
made by you. The CAD designing helped us visualize easily and proceed further with our
decisions.
b.. The reasonable cost at which you estimated the project so that we could decide &
implement it quickly.
c.. Your completing the task as per assured time schedule.
d.. The quality of workers , their efficiency, right attitude and not inconveniencing the
customer in any way.
We take this opportunity to wish you all the best in your future ventures.
> With kind regards,
> Mrs Aslesha & Mr P.P. Madappa
> D8, Shanthi Kiran Apts
> 52, Nandidurga Road
> Bangalore 560046
> Phone : 23536831 /41277062

Nandidurga Road, Bangalore

Fw: Flat Pics & Letter
--- On Tue, 20/1/09, Cyriac, Sabu IN BLR SISL <sabu.cyriac@siemens.com> wrote:
From: Cyriac, Sabu IN BLR SISL <sabu.cyriac@siemens.com>
Subject: Flat Pics & Letter
To: tvmohan2000@yahoo.com
Date: Tuesday, 20 January, 2009, 1:05 AM
Dear Mohan,
I am very happy with the work and the way you executed it. I wanted to
highlight some of the qualities I had seen only with you and your people.
1) Punctuality & timely completion.
2) Affordable in all manner.
3) High quality work & extra ordinary finish.
4) Having professionals with advanced equipments.
Please find the pictures attached with this and I am really happy to see you in growing.
Please don't hesitate to take your customer to my flat for demo.
You are always welcome.
Thanks & Regards,
Sabu Cyriac
SIEMENS Information Systems Ltd.
No. 41/42, Salarpuria Infozone, Electronics City, Hosur
Road, Bangalore
- 560 100. INDIA.
Direct: +91-80-6711 5129
mail to: sabu.cyriac@siemens.com

HAL, Bangalore

Fwd: Appreciation Letter mr.mohan(SOBHA CARNATION SAJAPUR)
Hi Mr. Mohan,
Yesterday I have visited my flat A-6074 in Sobha Carnation, I was very happy to see the work,
which you and your team have done. By seeing the output of the work done by you I think that I
took the correct decision by giving you the order, I will be happy by referring you to some of my
friends for their interior work.
The color combination for the wardrobes are awesome, the kitchen look is like modular.
Once again I appreciate you and your team for wonderful job, and looking forward to keep the
good relationship with you for future business.
wish you and your team a very happy new year 2009 and all the best for the new business.
Thanks & Regards
Ansari,

email : mustafiz.ansari@siemens.com

Shoba Carnation,sarjapur Rd, Bangalore.

Fwd: Thank You for designing my kitchen
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Deepali Shukla (deeshukl) <deeshukl@cisco.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 4, 2008 at 10:12 AM
Subject: Thank You for designing my kitchen
To: grankitchens@gmail.com, tv mohan <grandesigns@airtelmail.in>
Hello Mr. Mohan,
I am very happy and satisfied with the kitchen that you designed and installed in my apartment at
Purva Riviera. My new kitchen is very functional and looks great. I am continuously receiving
compliments from all my guests for this beautiful kitchen. I appreciate you for working out a very
suitable design that aptly uses the area available for the kitchen while making it look spacious
and sophisticated. Your finishing and detailing is excellent. I also appreciate that you have
gone that extra mile to give me a perfect kitchen :-)
Thanks a lot,
Deepali Shukla,
Site: Purva Revera,Marthalli,
Program Manager,
Cisco Systems,

Purva Revera,Marathalli,Bangalore

Fwd: Good Job Mohan (Praveen sheelavanth)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: tv mohan <grandesigns@airtelmail.in>
Date: Tue, Mar 3, 2009 at 11:01 PM
Subject: Fwd: Good Job Mohan(praveen sheelavanth)
To: grandesigns@airtelmail.in, grandesignes@gamil.com
Hello Mohan,
My sincere apologies for delayed mail
Hello All,
We have given full responsibility to design our kitchen and wardrobes to Mohan T.V and
he is done excellent work & is appreciated by my relatives and friends who visited my
house. He is reasonable and designed it in accordance with my budget. As I was busy
with my office schedules, we have given the keys to Mohan and he handled the job with
priority and also helped me in the other interior stuff.
He has done a good job and is reliable. I would certainly signup for him for my future
plan and recommend friends and colleagues for interior works.
Regards
Praveen
Pai Layout,KR Puram,Bangalore.

Pai Layout,KR Puram,Bangalore.

Fwd: Kitchen Renovation: Modern New Look
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: anil kumar <anil_t@rediffmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 9, 2009 at 7:52 PM
Subject: Kitchen Renovation: Modern New Look
To: grandesigns@airtelmail.in
Dear Mohan,
I feel fortunate that I could find you as the right person for having transformed our
kitchen which was constructed about 8-9 years ago into a modern looking modular type
kitchen. We have total satisfaction for the work that is completed.
I would definitely foresee to provide business and recommend you for further
opportunities.
I thank you and your team for the Excellent job completed.
Rest the pictures attached in the attached ppt will speak!!!
Thanking you,
Anil kumar.

Vijayanagar, Bangalore.
Fwd: Appreciation for the Interiors work
--- On Tue, 3/3/09, Rashika <rashikam@gmail.com> wrote:
> From: Rashika <rashikam@gmail.com>
> Subject: Appreciation for the Interiors work
> To: tvmohan2000@yahoo.com
> Date: Tuesday, 3 March, 2009, 12:30 AM
Hi Mohan
I thought I should take this time out to send my appreciation and gratitude for the work
done by you and your team for my house at Renuka Enclave, Koramangala.
Its said that a house is built brick by brick but it’s the finishing work that makes a house
home. You and your team have made my house a home and I can only thank you for it.
I must also add that the work was value for money and the wardrobes and kitchen
cabinets are not just aesthetic but also of high utility value.
I wish you all the luck with your assignments. I know that you are very strong at building
relationships with your clients and that will take you a long way. I will be happy
to refer and recommend you to my friends and colleagues for their interior work.
Attached are some photos of the work done by your team.
Thanks and regards
Rashika Malhotra,

Koramangala, Bangalore.

Fwd: Thank you for the great job!
--------- Forwarded message ---------From: nanda kishore <kishore_4584@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, Jan 11, 2009 at 4:23 PM
Subject: Thank you for the great job!
To: tv mohan <grandesigns@airtelmail.in>
Hello Mr. Mohan:
This letter is in appreciation of the good work done by you and your team.
Not only was your work neat, tidy, and a classic, it was delivered in time frame
promised, making our transition, from our old home to new, smooth.
You have made our home indeed "Home Sweet Home."
Thank you for the great job!
All the best for your future endeavours.
Nandakishore and Vanishree
#A4, Fourth Floor
Sri Sai Krupa Apartments
V. Nagenhalli Main Road (Near last bus stop)
R.T. Nagar Post
Bangalore – 32

R.T. Nagar,Bangalore

Fwd: Excelent work Mr.Mohan
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Srividya Nagarajan <vidya77@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, Mar 22, 2009 at 2:17 PM
Subject: Fwd: Excelent work Mr.Mohan
To: grankitchens@gmail.com

Hello Mr. Mohan,
I was about to send u a mail today asking if u have got the final payment.
Regarding your work I am more than happy about the interiors you have done in our
apartment. Since we do not live in Bangalore, we have trusted you completely with our keys and
the quality of work.You have exceeded our expectation and also given us valuable suggestions to
do our interiors. We are very happy and my husband and I would definitely recommend you to
our friends and also post your details on our official portals.
Many thanks,
Vidya,

IVORY-602, ,HM WORLD CITY,Bangalore.

Fwd: Note of Appreciation and Photos of our Modular Kitchen
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Arathi Baradwaj <arathisp@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, Apr 14, 2010 at 10:39 PM
Subject: Note of Appreciation and Photos of our Modular Kitchen
To: grandesigns@airtelmail.in
Mr Mohan,
This is to send you a note of appreciation to you and your professional team who created
our very functional dream kitchen.
Mr Mohan very clearly understands his client’s requirements and comes up with
excellent designs and also offers very practical ideas based on his many number of years
of experience. He truly respects and works in a very professional manner with his team.
His team is very dedicated and never was a situation where they would ask for anything
while working on the project. Mr Mohan very clearly put together a schedule, cost and
the dependencies upfront, and everything was done according to the plan. I would
HIGHLY recommend GRAN DESIGNS to anyone who is looking to get a Modular
Kitchen done (remodeling or doing it from scratch).
Thank you very very much for completing our project on Time and on Budget.
Attached are some of the pictures of your excellent work.
We wish you all the very best in your future projects.
Arathi Baradwaj

Indranagar,Bangalore.
Fwd: Pics of Brigd Metroplis kitchen-D-703(Gran Designs)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Manjari Arun <arunmanjari@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 21, 2009 at 8:31 PM
Subject: Pics. of Brigd Metroplis kitchen-D-703(Gran Designs)
.
To: tv mohan <grandesigns@airtelmail.in>
Hello Mohan,
Here are the pics of the kitchen.appreciation letter is under progress...you will get it
tomorrow.Also i have uploaded kitchen pics on yahoo groups of Brigade Metropolis along
with your name and phone number.
Regards,
Manjari.

Brigade Metropolise,MahadevpuraBangalore.

Fwd: Appreciation Letter to Mr Mohan from Ashok(HM World City)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: sethumadhavan ashok <ashok_sethu77@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, Feb 25, 2009 at 10:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: Appreciation Letter to Mr Mohan from Ashok(HM World City)
To: gran designs <grandesignes@gmail.com>
Hi Mohan,
Please find below my view on the work you had done for me.
Mohan has done a pretty good job and is in accordance to the specifications i have given.
He will give us space for our designs, so you can go ahead and give him your thought as
well. I had gone for an unconventional design and color (i worked out the plan and layout
and color as well) for the kitchen - so it took some time for him to get ordered (around 15
days just to get the wood) while the whole set up of frame was complete well ahead of
time. So all in all the work got completed in a months time. Although i am not available
in Bangalore, i had entrusted him the keys to the house and he did a very good job
handling his priorities to helping me in the other interiro stuff i had to do (light fittings
and warddrobes - he took his time out of his work and stayed around when those work
were getting done).
he has done a pretty good job and is very reliable.I would certainly signup for him for my
future plans or even give the thumps up for any one who would like to take his services.
Thanks & Regards,
Ashok Sethumadhavan
+91-98190 21340(M),

HM World City, KonanaKunte,Bangalore

Fwd: A few words of appreciation for you
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ramesh Jayaraman <jramesh123@rediffmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 15, 2010 at 3:49 PM
Subject: A few words of appreciation for you
To: grandesigns@airtelmail.in
Cc: jayaraman.ramesh@rbs.com
Dear Mr Mohan,
I am very happy to write a few words about you and your work so that it serves as my
recommendation to others and helps you grow your business further. I am sure with your
good, sincere attitude you will win many friends and many orders all the time.
We will surely continue to be in touch always. Wishing you all the very best.
Regards
Ramesh

Appreciation Mail
I would like to express my appreciation to Mr Mohan for the excellent kitchen and
woodwork he has created for me.

I recently took possession of my flat at Godrej Bangalore and met a few vendors who
advertise woodwork for kitchen and bedrooms etc. However, despite meeting and
discussing with them, I was not very convinced by their sales talk or ability to execute
and deliver what they promised.

I was still searching and by chance, came across Mr Mohan on the internet. I called and
spoke to him and within a day I got the feeling he is the right person for me. I
immediately found the confidence to give him the contract and we started discussing and
interacting further on email and phone.

I finally met him in Bangalore just before he started the work in my flat. I found him to
be a simple, straight forward and honest person who believes in giving the best possible
to his customer and for the right price. His dedication and knowledge, along with the
desire to satisfy his customer impressed me.

Looking back, I am happy I met Mr Mohan. He has done a superb job for me in my flat at
Bangalore. During the course of the work, we faced a lot of problems but he managed
everything locally without the need for me to visit personally. I also requested him help
to manage other items like – electrical fittings, some bathroom fittings etc and he has
really helped me without grudge. So I did not visit Bangalore even once during this
whole process and the work was completed perfectly as originally planned.

I am very happy with his commitment and passion to do a good job. I am sure he will do
really well and get more & bigger orders.

I would like to unconditionally recommend him for future work. I am sure I will
continue referring him to anyone I know in Bangalore for their requirements. I also have
found a friend in him and know that this relationship will last.
Regards
Ramesh J
Vice President – RBS
Mumbai
98203 03220

Godrej Appartment,Hebbal.

Thank u for the reference-Gran Designs
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jeyamurugan Ramiah <r.jeyamurugan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Apr 11, 2013 at 7:44 AM
Subject: Re: Thank u for the reference-Gran Designs
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>

Hi Mohan,
Good to hear that you are engaged with one another project in Le Terrace,
believe me, it's your good and exemplary work only got you this order might be
with a very lesser percentage of reference.
Keep up the good work. Personally, I believe that reference people would do only
after they made up the mind to a greater extend to offer the work.
Thanks,

ITPL,Bangalore

Jey

I appreciate the great work of mohan and his team
Forwarded message ---------From: shashi kumar <pshashi_77@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Thu, Nov 8, 2012 at 12:55 PM
Subject: Re: I appreciate the great work of mohan and his team
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Dear Mohan
Thanks a lot for providing a dream kitchen and wardrobes. I am very very
happy to see your workmanship and skill. I really appreciate your
commitment towards your assignment. Hats off to your sincerity and
personal involvement. I have never faced any issues with you and your
guidance in every aspect is really precious.
Once again i will thank you for making my home a colorful and energetic.
All the best.
With Regards,
**
** *Shashi Kumar P *
*Mobile: 9845787062*

Ramurthy Nagar,Bangalore.

Appreciation letter
----- Forwarded message ---------From: Glen Dsouza <glenoman@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 8, 2012 at 10:22 AM
Subject: Appreciation letter
To: Mohan- Modular Kitchen <grankitchens@gmail.com>, Rollen <rollen.dsouza@gmail.com>,
Brendon <brendon.dsouza3@gmail.com>

Hi my dear friends,
I am Glen Dsouza from Muscat- Oman. I never met Mr. Mohan yet thru some faith in
him I placed my order to build my kitchen in Bangalore - Yelanka , only thru seeing
some of his kitchen jobs thru internet/ web site.
My kitchen work have been completed purely to my satisfaction even though I nor any of
my family members were present during the executing of the work
I can tell you that he is a man of Principal, he is profession in his work and once he takes
the orders he ensures to execute with the following issues
1)

Send the drawings with design

2)

Recommends his concept with color combination/ accessories

3)

Rates are reasonable

4) Completes the work on time
I have also observed that he will keep you up dated with every day works / execution and
development thru emails and with photographs/ video.
I don’t think you can find such a wonderful person who is not only a professional in his
work but a down to earth person- One can trust him.
May God Bless him and shower all the blessings to keep his business growing
Its me
Glen Dsouza- 00968-99310075
Muscat – From the desert of Oman

Purva Venezia –yelankha

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Doris, Mary Premila <premila.jones@cgi.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 14, 2012 at 3:23 PM
Subject: RE: Thank you !
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Whether I am going to use you or not, I am truly impressed with what
customers had to say.
Hopefully your quote fits my budget !!!!
I have been praying that God directs me to the right person to do my
kitchen. I think he has answered my prayers.

Premila,

koramagala,Bangalore

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Manikandan Sundaram <manik76@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 30 Jan 2012 16:33:24 -0500
Subject: Reference for Interior Work To: Venkatraman Kalyanam <venkat.kalyanam@gmail.com>
Cc: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>

Venkat,
As discussed , you can utilize the services of Gran Design (Properitor is
Mohan) for getting the interior work done in your apartment @ Bangalore.
Mohan's Cell Number: 91-99457-93693
Mohan,
Venkat is my close friend, hence request you to provide him a good rate as
& when he approaches you.
He has seen the photos of my apartment interior and appreciated the good
work you have done.
Regards

Manikandan

(Neo Town-El Cty)

George's Kitcken done by Mr.Mohan
--------- Forwarded message ---------From: PG George <george.pg@unisoftinfotech.com>
Date: Wed, 30 May 2012 22:44:04 +0530
Subject: George's Kitcken done by Mr.Mohan
To: grankitchens@gmail.com
Dear Mohan,
Thank you for a perfect kitchen , it is nicely done. After all the search in
market, I got in touch with you after all discussions we decided to give a
clean shell & get a totally new modular kitchen. We got it, Thank you.
Keep up the good work.
With best wishes,

George,

(Koramangala,Bangalore)

Fwd: appreciation mail
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: mohini gore <mohinig@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 13, 2010 at 11:05 AM
Subject: appreciation mail
To: tv mohan <grandesigns@airtelmail.in>
Hi Mohan,
We are very happy with the wood work done by you. Especially the service that you have
provided, to correct the door alignments, even after the work was completed Years back.
Thanks,
Dr. Mohini,

JP Nagar,Bangalore

Hi Mohan
I would like to place my appreciation for the excellent work you have done in my premises.
Actually I could come across, GRAN designs on You tube, when I was looking for cost effective,
interior ward robes, Came across GRAN designs.
You have done an extremely fantastic and good job, in designing my interiors. What I appreciate,
is your commitment and the quality of work and the timelines which you have kept and adhered to
it.
I am sure, I will definitely, advocate your good work, which you have put up.
I am going for second house, definitely I will come back to you, for my complete interior solutions
right from Modular kitchen to wardrobes.
Good Job done. Thanks very much, and you have met all my expectations.
Thanks and regards
RENUKA PRASAD J N
CA Manager - SRF
Ericsson India Global Services Private Limited
Bagmane World Technology Centre, SEZ
A Block, 7th Floor
Mahadevapura, Marathalli Outer Ring Road
Bangalore -560048, Karnataka, India
Phone +91 80 67970931
Mobile +91 98450 90304
ECN 889 52152
renuka.prasad.j.n@ericsson.com
www.ericsson.com
Ericsson

Nagarbhavi,Bangalore

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sudhindra Chakrawarthi <sudhindra_rc@rediffmail.com>
Date: Tue, Jun 29, 2010 at 4:52 PM
Subject: Re: water proof cabinets with MDF Membrane machine finished shutters
To: grankitchens@gmail.com

hi sir,
The kitchen u have designed and executed for us is marvelous.
v really felt that it is a heaven. thank u very much for ur wonderful
job.v have received many compliments for our beautiful kitchen.
continue the same and may God bless u.
thank u
sudhindra chakrawarthi

Vidyaranyapura,Bangalore

On 6/16/12, Nagarajan <nagarajan2k@yahoo.com> wrote:
Mr. Mohan,
>
> I am really happy with your extraordinary wood work (Modular Kitchen, 2
> Wardrobes, Pooja Unit, TV unit and Shoe rack) at my home in GreenWoods
> apartment.
>
> Even though the completion got delayed, the end result has come beautiful.
>
> Of course, when compared with other interiors, they said “you have paid
> extra”, but due to your old customer’s appreciation, I just expected
> professional work from you, and am happy to inform that I have got the same
> from you and your team.
>
> The cost is reasonable for your professional work, and thanks for the
> discounts as well !! I am really happy that you have made the
> customizations (glassy lamination colors, handles, pooja unit’s design) as
> per our taste. Thanks again for your patience and help throughout which
> helped us choose everything as per our requirements.
>
> Planning to refer you to my friends. Have a nice day.
>
> Regards,
> Nagarajan. A.
Near Graphite India Signal,Bangalore

Appreciation for interior work!!!!
--------- Forwarded message ---------From: karthik P <kharthionline@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Nov 17, 2012 at 3:12 PM
Subject: Appreciation for interior work!!!!
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Dear Mohan,
This is an appreciation note for the good work done by you and your team
(Mr. Vilnsent and Freddy).
You have really done an excellent job. The final finishing is awesome and neat.
Also you have completed the work on time. A special thanks for that!
Wishing you all the very best for your future endeavors...
Hoping that your services will also be fine any time in the future…!!!
Thanks & Regards,

Karthik

Koramangala,Bangalore.

Thank you !
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Doris, Mary Premila <premila.jones@cgi.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 14, 2012 at 11:05 AM
Subject: Thank you !
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Hi Mohan,
This is to place on record my sincere appreciation for the work done. The kitchen looks
awesome. Under your guidance, your team has exhibited excellent workmanship. My best
wishes to your company for more prospective business opportunities.
Thank you and please convey the same to your team.
Regards & Thank you,
Premila

Jakasandra,koramangala,Bangalore.

feedback_ Kitchen work -Celebrity Signature
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sammy Sanil <sanil.18@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 3, 2012 at 10:29 AM
Subject: feedback_ Kitchen work -Celebrity Signature
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Cc: Deepa 7 <chutzpah7@gmail.com>
Dear Mohan,
Hmmmm...Where do I begin...I guess somewhere in Jan 2012!! That's exactly when I
heard about you via a Google search.
Since the time, I never thought that I would be looking for any other options than Gran
Designs.
The fact that I gave you the order many months after the first site visit and you still took it
without any grievances was a testimonial of your professionalism and your customer
centricity. I wish more service organizations had the stuff that you are made up off!
The Kitchen work was completed exactly as per schedule . The finishing and final look of
the kitchen is exquisite.
Your team lead by Freddie is awesome and extremely professional. We can trust them
totally with the work and the house
I love the fact that you constantly challenge yourself as well and keep providing and
taking suggestions to better what we already have.
Most importantly, your rates are always realistic and never over the top.
Therefore, I am happy to also place orders for my rest of the house in the coming
months as discussed.
PFA, couple of snaps of the beautiful kitchen :)
Cheers,
Sanil & Deepa

Celebrity Signature, El city.

Thank you
On Fri, Dec 6, 2013 at 1:54 PM, manju nath <belur4manu@gmail.com> wrote:
Thank you for completing interior work of my house in time and as per my
requirement and budget. I really appreciate your dedication to work. You
visited the site many times, though it is far away, sometimes even in the
late evening.The modular kitchen and wardrobes haves come out well and my
family members are also appreciating the work. Even though I am staying in
Pune , You &Your team completed the work in a highly professional manner with
updates of the progress of the work. I didnot not worry about the quality of work
in spite of my distant stay . Keep it up and I wish all the best for your future
projects.
Thank you very much.
Dr.M.S.MANJUNATHA

ITPL,Bangalore

Appreciation
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Nirmala Rani <nirmalaranim@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 3:53 PM
Subject: Appreciation
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Dear Sir,
Thank you for completing my kitchen work well in advance and as per my
requirement and budget. I really appreciate your dedication to work. You visited
the site many times, though it is far away, sometimes even in the late
evening.The modular kitchen has come out well and my family members are also
appreciating the work.
Thank you very much.

Nirmala

Residency road,Bangalore

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Gunjan Gunjesh <gunjan.gunjesh@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 25, 2014 at 8:03 AM
Subject: Re: SHARING HAPPY MOMENTS
Dear Mohan,
Your positive attitude and hard work has made you successful. Our best wishes are
always with you and your family. Keep up the good work..
cheers
Gunjan Gunjesh

Ark Builders, White Field

Appreciation mail
--------- Forwarded message ---------From: manjunath manju <manjunathn.shivu@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 15, 2013 at 1:24 PM
Subject: Appreciation mail
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Hi Mohan,
Thank you & your team for the commitment and dedication that was shown in our
project.
Converting old kitchen to modular is a great job.So i sincerely appreciate you for
a wonderful and neat job at affordable rates. I thank your team also for doing this
work within short period of time.you are always welcome to provide my contact
number for your new customers as reference.
All the very best for your future projects
Thanks & Regards
Manjunath N
9880472881

White Field,Bangalore

Thank You - Gran Kitchen
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jeyamurugan Ramiah <r.jeyamurugan@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Mar 10, 2013 at 10:19 PM
Subject: Thank You - Gran Kitchen
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Hi Mohan,
At the outset, I would like to thank you & your team for the commitment and dedication
that was shown in our project.
The wood work has given our home a very good and elegant outlook, thanks for that...I
would like to 'Thank You, Freddie & Team for implementing the design as per our
requirement. Most important fact that I wanted to highlight is - your pricing are very
reasonable and your attitude of judgment from customer view point is remarkable,
continue build that strength.
For any reference, you can always give my number and if somebody wants to see your
work, you are always welcome to bring them...
Keep up the good work,

Thanks,
Jey & Valli

ITPL,Bangalore.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: ASLESHA MADAPPA <amadappa@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 25, 2014 at 7:59 AM
Subject: RE: SHARING HAPPY MOMENTS

Mohan,
Acc to a proverb, ”nothing ventured, nothing gained”. From a hobby, you dared to
venture as an entrepreneur and you have “gained” from the journey.
It was possible mainly bec of family support, your creativity, professionalism, committed
workers, client satisfaction & referrals and mainly God’s blessings with opportunities.
Congratulations again and tks for sharing your Happy Moments thru pics.
Keep growing………………………………………………..
Rgs

Aslesha & Madappa

Nandi durga road and Frazer town

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: khdesai <khdesai80@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 25, 2014 at 9:49 AM
Subject: Great work Mohan
Hello Mohan,
It is my pleasure to thank you and appreciate the wonderful work you have done
and it was really tough initially for me to chose for an interior designer. Though I
was browsing for many interior designers and contacting them but finally I felt
may be Gran designs is the best one based on the response I got from you via
phone as well as looking at the work done in other houses/flats.
Your workers are so dedicated, honest and I dint even had to follow up on
anything as you were promptly updating the work progress.
There is no other word that I am able to think beyond wonderful, excellent, simply
superb etc... to express my words.
I simply trusted gran designs and I could not believe my eyes when the work was
completed...
Everyone in my apartment was praising the work done and even now they keep
talking about my interiors :)
I am so glad and thankful to you...keep going and wish you all the very best for
all your future endeavors.
Thanks,
Kashibai Desai

Deo marvel layout, yelanka

Thanks for completing the work
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sudheer Gundanna <sudheermg@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Dec 2011 10:23:54 -0800
Subject: Thanks for completing the work
To: Mohan <grankitchens@gmail.com>

Dear Mohan,
Thanks for completing the interiors. I am very happy with your work,
that is the reason I gave you my second apartment for interiors and you
have done your job well again. Keep up the good work.I will always refer
you to my friends and family for any interiors work. You customer focus
is really good. You keep updating the progress with Photos and video
which I liked. This attitude should never change. As long you keep this
good nature your business will excel.
All the best.
If any of your customers need feed back about you please give them my
email id.
Take care
Sudheer

2 Projects

(Concord manhattans-EL Cty
&

Brigade Springs-JP Nagar)

Invitation to Our New House Ceremony from TV Mohan (Gran Designs)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: shyam banavara <shyambanavara@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, May 15, 2013 at 7:46 PM
Subject: Re: Invitation to Our New House Ceremony from TV Mohan (Gran
Designs)
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>

Dear Mohan,
We'd like to wish you and your family our heartiest congratulations on your new
home. It's truly a reflection of your dedication and hard work.
Thanks for the invitation.
We'd certainly like to meet you folks when we're over in Bangalore.
Again, best wishes and congratulations on this great milestone for your family.
Keep in touch.
Best wishes,
Shyam & Family
Shyam Banavara
Phone: (301) 367-4514.e,
email: shyambanavara@gmail.com,

Concord manhattans, El cty, Bangalore

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Susan Mathew via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com>
Date: Fri, 13 Jan 2012 10:44:33 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: Letter of Appreciation!!!
To: Gran Kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
LinkedIn
-----------Susan Mathew has sent you a message
Date: 1/13/2012
Subject: Letter of Appreciation!!!
Letter of Appreciation
Dear Mohan,
Finally the long due letter of appreciation that was promised to you :)
We had moved to house in May last year and had gone around a lot
looking for interior options. Happened to see Mohan’s advertisement
for Gran Kitchens on google…. Since we had looked into a lot of
options and had been approached by many interior companies, the
details were mind boggling and we are quite not sure as to what to do…
which is when Mohan entered the fray. The very first thing we noticed
about him was his dedication to his work. After finalizing the quotes
and approving the designs also, we changed them quite a number of
times…each time he took into consideration our choice and suggested
what would suit and what wouldn’t our requirements. In matters of
design also he gave us a lot of choice and ample time to decide. At no
point in time it felt as if he was rushing us coz we just another job
to finish.
I also must make a special comment about his policy of customer
satisfaction. After he had started putting together the kitchen, I
made a request for a change and asked for additional cupboards. Mohan
could have not accommodated our request citing time and extra effort
it would take. But he made all the adjustments and finished the
kitchen to our requirement.
We loved his attitude most of all. His customer relations and the way
he would treat your work as the most important work for him. Also
commendable is the pride that he takes in providing the best service
possible. His charges are also reasonable and fit into our budget very
well.
We always recommend him for house interior services and also would use
his services again when we enter into phase two of our house interiors.
His preparation before the project starts, his work and dedication
during the project and of course his guarantee of lifetime service
all together make a great deal…
Thank you so much Mohan for everything....
Best regards
Susan
A-403, Concorde Mahattans
Electronic City

Concorde Mahattans,Electronic City

Feed back for ur interior work executed by Gran Designs
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: jayakumar baskaran <bjkblr@rediffmail.com>
Date: Thu, Apr 24, 2014 at 8:42 PM
Subject: Re: Feed back for ur interior work executed by Gran Designs
To: grankitchens@gmail.com
Hello Mohan,
It is very nice to hear from you . we are completing one year of our stay in new
home and almost everyday your work gives us satisfaction because our home
has a grand look because of your interior work.I appreciate your commitment and
will ever remember the days and nights you had worked in our house to make it
beautiful.
Thanking you.
JAYAKUMAR.B

Vidyaranyapura,Bangalore

Appreciaton for ur work Mr.Mohan (Arpit Waghmare-Blessed Assurance)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Aug 4, 2012 at 10:46 PM
Subject: Fwd: Appreciaton for ur work Mr.Mohan (Arpit Waghmare-Blessed
Assurance)
To: AW Xavier <awxavier@rediffmail.com>

On 3/7/11, Arpit Waghmare <arpit_waghmare@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Dear Mohan,
>
Thank you for the work you have done for our kitchen. Clearly you take pride
in your work and are very happy when the work done is of good quality. You
have taken effort to ensure that the kitchen is done to the best of our
satisfaction, by spending time with us to discuss things many times
late in the night. I will be glad to recommend your services.
>
> Regards
>
> Arpit
>
>
Arpit WaghmareG-7, Blessed Assurance, 76, Kylasanahalli Village, Doddagubbi
Main Rd., Kothanur Post, Bangalore, 560077.
> cell: +919880189987
kothanur,Bangalore.

Reference for Interior Work ---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Manikandan Sundaram <manik76@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 30 Jan 2012 16:33:24 -0500
Subject: Reference for Interior Work To: Venkatraman Kalyanam <venkat.kalyanam@gmail.com>
Cc: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Venkat,
As discussed , you can utilize the services of Gran Design (Properitor is
Mohan) for getting the interior work done in your apartment @ Bangalore.
Mohan's Cell Number: 91-99457-93693
Mohan,
Venkat is my close friend, hence request you to provide him a good rate as
& when he approaches you.
He has seen the photos of my apartment interior and appreciated the good
work you have done.
Regards
Manikandan

Note of Appreciation
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: ganesh raj <ganesh00ganesh@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 11:55:07 +0530
Subject: Note of Appreciation
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Hello Mohan,
I feel good to write few words on the kitchen work you did for our new
house. Kitchen now has become the 'CENTER OF ATTRACTION' of our house.
The
following lines will be for those who read this mail apart from Mohan.
I accidentally got to know about GRAN KITCHENS when i was looking for
modular kitchen makers in Bangalore on Google, he came for the site visit
after the 1st call and shared his views about the structure of the kitchen.
Then he gave us the design which was almost OK for us, we then made few
changes to the design based on our requirements. He started the work and
finished it in 3-4 weeks, as he has said. One best thing about Mohan is 'He
is a real business man' . Have attached the photos of our kitchen, and the
photos speak for itself. Once again Thanks to mohan for helping us get the
kitchen done so well.
Thanks
Ganesh

Mallaswaram,Bangalore

Modular kitchen and wardrobe
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sourabh Suman <sourabhsuman@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 10:46:01 +0530
Subject: Modular kitchen and wardrobe
To: grankitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>
Hi Mohan,
Like everyone, it all started with searching on the web for different
vendors, visiting nearby shops and malls, and getting quotes from them
including you.
The fact that you did a free site visit and looked into all the details,
took inputs and sent me designs, made modifications after taking some more
inputs clinched the deal in your favor. Extensive pre-work, eye for details
and lifetime service is the icing on the cake. Very happy to have chosen to
do business with you. Let me tell you that it is a start and hopefully
there will be many more to come in future.
Thanks,
Sourabh
sourabhsuman@gmail.com

kundanalhalli gate,Bangalore

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: shikha airen <airenshikha@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, Aug 20, 2011 at 10:47 PM
Subject: Re: [prestige_shantiniketan] Need reference for a reliable Carpenter
To: prestige_shantiniketan@yahoogroups.com, rajatxjain@gmail.com
Hi
You can get in touch with Mr. Mohan who is doing woodwork for my flat. I am
completely satisfied with his work so far.
His number is 9945793693.
Regards

Shikha
--- On Fri, 19/8/11, Rajat Jain <rajatxjain@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi,
I'm looking for first hand references of a good carpenter for wood
work in my flat. Please let me know if you know some one.
Thanks,

Rajat Jain

Prestige Shantiniketan,white field

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Periasamy Selvam <pselvam1@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 7, 2011 at 6:38 PM
Subject: Your wood work is a good work
To: gran kitchens <grankitchens@gmail.com>

Dear Mohan,
Its long time. Hope you and your family are doing well.
Primarily this mail is to appreciate your work in my home-kitchen. Thanks for
providing a good finishing. We feel more comfortable in using the
cabinets/drawers, and lookwise also it is pleasant. There were many visitors of
our house who have appreciated overall woodwork. I thought it is right to pass on
the credits to you.
Thanks & all the best in your future works,
Regards,
Selvam

Sakara Nagar,Bangalore

